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Obstacle, Cone etc Prices from Jane Lamb
Prices for the obstacles is based on a number of variables. The squares and triangles can be fully fixed
(i.e. screwed together), fully collapsible (i.e. the posts have incorporated lugs onto which the coloured
rails locate and are held apart by spacers), or a mixture of both fixings.
Posts and caps can come in black or white. The rails are available in the colours shown. When ordering
please state the colour preference for posts and caps, plus the rails. Extra long (3m) rails are available
but in white only.
FEI squashy cones are available in orange, blue, yellow and black.
Cone numbers are available in hard plastic or as sleeves for the cones. Sleeves available to denote
narrow cones for competition. Hard plastic balls can be sourced too.
Prices
Square obstacles

From £280 to £500 each depending on assembly preference

Triangle obstacles

From £180 to £290 each depending on assembly preference

Extra Long Rails

£55 each

Obstacle Letters

£225 per set (A-F in red and white)

Cones

£32 each

Cone Balls

£3.00 each

Cone Number sleeves £335 per set
Cone Numbers

£890 per set to include start/finish, 1-20, plus A, B, C & D in red & white

These prices do not include UK delivery.
Examples of the items listed above can be seen by prior appointment. On placement of an order, an
invoice will be issued and purchasers are asked to pay 50% of the invoice upon receipt with the balance
on delivery. The goods remain the property of Lamb’s Farm until payment in full is received.
For any queries, please email or contact the mobile number below.
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